
Welcome to Issue 2 of our Lockdown Newsletter with staff updates, pet
pictures, games and activities. Also inside, catch up with the HS4LC  ‘Zoom
Boom’ and see what our creative learners have been up to.

The Editor would like to give special thanks to Assistant Editor
Richard Butterworth for his excellent ideas and encouragement by Zoom!

HS4LC staff, volunteers, interns and residents
get creative to remember VE Day

Thanks to Ann, Katie, Mike, Jess Q, Paula, Steph and the residents and staff
of Brackenley and Briardene for their contributions, showing some fabulous
home-made bunting and medals.  You all look like you had a memorable time
marking the 75th anniversary of the end of the second world war.

Dianne with issue 1



Notes from the Staff Room
In our regular feature we catch up with some tutors, admin and management staff at
HS4LC and see what they have been up to recently.  We also hear from an old friend.

Ian says:  “I've built and filled
one of our new raised garden
beds (though with the size of it
it's more like a small raised
field lol). Now it's ready for
growing some veg.... and
chillies!”

Rosana says “After 6 weeks
of lockdown we are now
allowed one hour a day of
exercise in Madrid finally!”
   (with husband Jaime)

Judith says “This is ‘The Voyager’
which I’ve cross-stitched for my dad’s

80th birthday on 26th May.       It took
just under 2 weeks of constant
stitching.    I found the kit among my
late mother’s things.  I can’t wait to be
able to go shopping for a suitable

mount and frame”

Ann says “Here are some pics I have taken
on my daily walk with Chester.”

Katie took this picture
whilst walking around the

valleys near her house.

Has Paula
been a naughty girl?

Here she is in the
stocks at Ripley.

Rosemary says “I’m lucky to have been
so busy….keeping track of everyone’s additional

shopping to keep Brackenley and Briardene well
stocked with food, activities and PPE.”

Volunteer Sandra says “My daughter has been sending
me photos of my Grandson Alfie who is 16 months. She
is getting very good at putting them together and adding
music. The best one is him dressed as Winnie the Pooh.
As his walking is still quite wobbly he is falling over a lot
and splashing in puddles. It is quite funny.”

Receptionist David says “I’m really looking forward to
getting back to work. I’m well aware of social distancing

and put it into practice every time I go out for exercise
with my two dogs”

Hello everyone!  Hope you’re all keeping safe and well in
these times! Me and Alfie have been busy at home enjoying
the nice weather in the garden and also watching a lot of
sensory baby videos to keep us entertained!
Alfie is growing very quick. He is a very smiley happy baby
who sleeps all the way through the night now so we are very
happy!   He can’t wait to meet you all when this is all over!
Dom is working from home so he has been able to enjoy this
time with us at home! What a lovely positive to come out of a
negative situation!
I thought you all would like to see some pictures of how much
he has grown! And then maybe when this is all on the mend

we can introduce him to you all in person at the centre! Make sure you’re all keeping
safe and well and we can’t wait to see you all. Take care, Jade and Alfie X



 Zooming in on fun!
HS4LC  tutors have been Zooming away
with some of our learners over the past
few weeks helping them write letters,
sing and dance, get together and pass
the time in a fun way.

Learner James plays Thomas the Tank Engine Bingo
and joins Chris’s regular Brackenley music class.

Richard’s Lockdown Video Diary
IT Tutor Mike used Zoom to help Richard to record his Lockdown
Video Diary, a photo slide show of how he is spending his time at
Briardene during lockdown.

Mike will use computer
magic to make it look like
Richard is playing music on
the keyboard for the
backing track for the slide
show.

Facebook Frolics You can regularly check out what Brackenley and
Briardene have been getting up on HS4LC’s
Facebook page.  Here are some highlights.



The Routes to
Employment interns were set a
challenge to photograph signs of
Spring. We hope they brighten up
your day!

Skills Bridge Interns keep in touch

Liv  says  “I  have  enjoyed
spending time in the garden
with my family.
My favourite part of the
week was receiving a
lantern from Pots2Go for
me to paint.”

Our Routes to Employment interns have been having regular catch ups with their tutors via
Zoom. Everyone is in good spirits and enjoys the sessions with lots of laughter and joke telling!
They have been working hard on several projects, including Keeping  Active, Signs of Spring

and a challenging PSHE unit learning about the
use and abuse of alcohol. They have also shared
stories of the fun they are having in their spare
time.
Well done everyone! Keep up the good work.

Steph enjoyed making some VE day
bunting. Look great in her windows....

Arron says:
“I'm maintaining a
healthy balanced diet
by eating lots of fruit
and vegetables and
low calorie foods
alongside my daily
exercise.  I have been

keeping fit and active by going out for a
long walk once a day”.

Steph says “I have been really good over
the last few weeks. I have had a few
chocolate treats but I am trying really hard
improve my diet! I have swapped cans of
coke for fresh orange juice or weak
squash. I have swapped sweets for fruit
and veg. I am now eating carrots and
apples every day and sometimes
strawberries too.”

Will says “I am maintaining a balanced
healthy diet by ‘Not having too many
snacks’ and ‘Eating fruit and vegetables
with dinner’."

Each day the interns were set tasks
about different areas of alcohol. The tasks involved
them doing their own research, including learning
about units of alcohol, alcohol addiction, alcohol
and the law and where to go to for support with
problem drinking. The winner of the alcohol
knowledge quiz was Olivia who scored 21/25. Well
done Olivia! Kelsie said that she learnt about what
alcohol does to your body and why alcohol is bad
for you. Olivia said the most boring part of doing
the activities were when she was naming different
brands of wine, beer etc.

And share stories of life in lockdown



As readers are no doubt aware, we are having
some building work done at HS4LC.
The builders have been working hard
throughout the lockdown and have taken
some photos of the basement as it looked in
early May to give us a sneaky peak.

When it’s finished we will have a new
classroom area, a kitchen for the Harrogate
Chocolate Factory and a new gym and wet
room as well as a lift down to the basement,
providing full disabled access.

As you can see, the work is not completed yet.
CEO Hadyn says  “There is still quite a lot of
work to be done, particularly outside, but
fingers and toes crossed it will be ready for us
when we get back.”

Elsewhere in the centre handyman Martin is
also hard at work, giving the centre a fresh lick
of paint ahead of a deep clean so it all looks
fab when we return.  Can’t wait!

Wet room

New classroom area Harrogate Chocolate
Factory Kitchen

BELIEVE

AND ACHIEVE

New gym area

Our homes have been overwhelmed by the kindness of our local businesses
and charities during lockdown.  Unexpected gifts over the past few weeks
have included fish and chips from Drake’s, gin and hand sanitiser from
Slingsby’s and pastries from Tesco, via the Community
Food Connection.  Thank you so much for thinking of us
and giving us some treats to brighten our day!



Have you been listening and dancing to lots of music while you have been stuck at home?
Remember, listening to music and singing can cheer you up even when you are feeling a bit
down. Even better, dance along to your favourite pop or action song.

Do you remember the song YMCA by The Village People?  That’s a great one to do actions
to.  Why not find it on your Alexa or tablet and have a go at the actions I am doing below?

Dancing Hands and Musical Favourites
With Chris Holmes

It’s been FAR too long since we were all together in one of my music classes, so I have
put together a couple of fun activities to keep you going until we can meet together to
enjoy music, dance, action songs and movement once again.

Y M C AM

With rainbows all around us I have made you a
puzzle about pop songs that have a colour in
their title.  Can you draw a line from the words to
the colour missing in the title? The first line for
White Christmas is done to start you off.

Try finding all of these songs on your Alexa or
tablet and have a listen. Do you like them? Would
you give each song a…

1) . . . . . Christmas

2) Lady in . . .

3) . . . . . . . . . . grass of home

4) . . . . . . rain

5) . . . . . . submarine

6) . . . . suede shoes

7) . . . . . eyed girl

or

Finally…
 Can you think of a song that has 29 colours in it?

 Clue: it’s from a very famous musical.  Answer on the back page of the newsletter.

Colourful songs puzzle



Will Tomlinson
says “This is me
bench pressing
40 kilo in my
home gym! In my
new house!

Hope you are
well! I really enjoyed being with u guys.
I liked cooking and having a lovely cup
of tea with everyone. Thanks.  Glad
everyone is well. Take care.”
Great to hear from you Will, keep up the
good work!

Over to you!
Find out what our learners have been getting up to since the last newsletter.

Thank you to everyone who contributed.  Keep them coming in!

Karen has been sewing a lion
mask.  Here it is in all its
fearsome glory.  Karen would
like to thank craft tutor Helen
who designed the mask and
kept her supplied with material.

Well done Karen! (and Helen)

Mysterious birds…
These lovely colourful bird
pictures flew into Skills.

The mystery is we don’t
know who coloured them as
you did not give your name.

You have done a great job
so do give us a call. We’d
love to hear from you!

Check out the lovely spring-themed colouring page drawn specially for Believe
and Achieve by craft tutor Helen.  Send your finished picture to our address
(on the front of the newsletter) for a chance to have your work displayed in
our picture gallery.. And please write your name on the back so we know who
to thank!

Administrator Julia Wade has
been very busy making activity
packs for Briardene residents
featuring their favourite pop
stars.  Each pack has a
scrapbook, glue, scissors and
lots of photos. We are looking
forward to seeing some lovely displays. Here are
Richard and Kim showing their work so far.



Pet’s Corner Here are more photos of our pets, as promised.  Can you
guess who they belong to without looking at the names?

Paula’s horse Bruce

Juliette’s dogs Jake and Dylan

Michael’s dog Archer

Helen’s cats Alfie and Henry

Vicki’s dogs Missie and Meg

Gillian’s cat Lincoln

Julia Moor’s cat Phoebe and Bolt, her whippet

Sandra’s dog Treacle

Paula’s daughter Lucy’s horse Rosie

In memorium
Philip Benton
Staff and long-time learners will
be sad to hear that Phil has
passed away after a long illness.
He was a former Briardene
resident and attended Skills for
many years. Tutor Chris Pierce
says “I worked with Phil on a

number of occasions over the years.  He was
always enthusiastic and game for whatever we
were doing.  He was a lovely man who was well
liked by his peers and the staff at HS4LC.”

Ted Butterworth
Paulsimon, Julia & Hadyn and all
the staff and residents at Briardene
and HS4LC send their condolences
to Richard and his Mum for the sad
loss of his Dad at the end of April.
This is extra hard for Richard and
the rest of his family to not be able
to see each other at such a sad
time, we are blown away at how
brave and strong Richard is being
throughout this.

Answer to the question on the music page: The song with 29 colours is
“Joseph’s Coat” from “Joseph and the Amazing Techicolor Dreamcoat” by Tim
Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber.  Did you get it right?


